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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The NRC staff's Safety Evaluation (SE) pertaining tc- the Duke Power Company's
(the licensee's) response to the Station Blackout (S00) Rule,10 CFR 50.63,
was transmitted to the licensee by letter dated February 19, 1992. The
staff's SE found the licensee's proposed method of coping with an SB0 to be
acceptable contingent upon the resolution of five reconmendations listed in
the SE. The licensee responded to the staff's SE by letter from Ted C.
McMcekin dated March 27, 1992.

2.0 EVALUATION

The licensee's responses to the staff's concerns are evaluated below.

9.2 Comoressed Air (SE Section 2.3.3)

In the SE, the staff concluded that the compressed air was not relied upon 'o
cope with an SB0 event at the McGuire plant. However, the staff concluded that
the licensee should ensure the accessibility to the steam generator safety
valves (SVs), the atmospheric dump valves (ADVs), and the auxiliary feedwater
(AFU) control valves: and ensure the habitability in the areas where the
valves are located.

SE Recommendation In the SE, the staff recommended that the licensee should
ensure and confirm the accessibility to the above cited valves and the
habitability in the areas where these vaives are located during an SB0 event.

Licensee Response In the response, the licensee indicted that the SVs do not
require any manual action at tne valve location in order for it to function
during an SB0 event. If it becomes necessary to cooldown the plant during an
SB0 event, the steam generator power operated relief valves (PORVs) would be
manually operated instead of the ADVs. Two of the steam sanerator PORVs are
located in the outboard doghouse at McGuire. If plant coo down was necessary
during an SB0 event, these two PORVs would be sufficient for cooldown. The
outboard doghouses are not a dominant area of concern as they are vented to
the outside environment and are not provided with forced ventilation.
Therefore, the SB0 environment would not be different from the normal
operating environment. The licensee further indicated that the AFW pume room
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is identified as a dominant area of concern. Although the valves are located
in the AFW pump rooms, the expected temperature (127'F as reported in the SE)
should not preclude manual operation of these valves.

Staff Evaluation Based on its review, the staff finds the licensee's
resps .',es acceptable and, therefore, considers this SE issue related to the
com9iossed air system resolved.

2.3 Effects of Loss of Ventilation (SE Section 2.3.4)

2.3.1 AFW oumo Room and Turbine-Driven AFW Pumo Room
(SE Section 2.3.4.t1

SE Recommendation In the SE, the staff recommended that the licensee should
ensure the accessibility and habitability in these areas for the manual
operation of the AFW flow control valves during an SB0 event.

Licensee Response With regard to the response for this SE recommendation, the
licensee referred to its response, pertaining to the AFW flow control valves,
for the SE recommendation related to the compressed air system.

Staff Evaluation Based on its review, the staff finds the licensee's response
acceptable and, therefore, considers this SE issue related to the effects of
ventilation in the AFW pump room during an S80 event resolved,

2.3.2 Control Room (SE Section 2.3.4.3)

SE Recommendation In the SE, the staff recommended that the licensee should
provide a procedure which will require the operators to open instrument
cabinet doors located in the control room within 30 minutes following an SB0
in accordance with the guidance described in NUMARC 87-00.

Licensee Response The licensee indicated that the plant procedure,
AP/0/5500/39, " Control Room High Temperature procedure," contains instructions
for opening the instrument cabinet doors due to high control room temperature.

Staff Evaluation Based on its review, the staff finds the licensee's response
acceptable and, therefore, considers this SE issue related to the effects of
loss of ventilation in the control room during an SB0 resolved.

2.3.3 Annulus. Mechanical Penetration . Rooms aqd
Doahouses (Inboard / Outboard) iSE Section 2.3.4.5)

SE Recommendation In the SE, the staff recommended that the licensee should
verify that no manual operation of SB0 response equipment in the annulus and
mechanical peratration rooms is required during an SB0 event.
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Licensee Resoonse In the response, the licensee indicated that there is lo
SB0 response equipment within the annulus that requires manual operator cetion
during an SB0 event. However, the loss of all AC power procedure,
EP/l(2)/A/5000/09, does instruct the operator to close certain valves that are
located.within the mechanical penetration rooms. This action is only
undertaken if certain valves cannot be closed from the standby shutdown
facility (SSF); or if the SSF standby makeup pump fails to start; or if LOCA
conditions exist.

Staff Evaluatio.D Based on its review, the staff finds the licensee's response
acceptable and, therefore, considers this SE issue related-to the effects of
loss of ventilation in the annulus and mechanical penetration room resolved.

2.4 EDG Reliability Proaram (SE Section 2.7)

SE Recommendation. In the SE, the staff recommended that the licensee should
provide confirmation and include in the documentation supporting the SB0
submittals that a program meeting as a minimum the guidance of RG 1.155,
Positica 1,2, is_in place or will be implemented.

Licensee... Rear.anAg The licensee responded-that Duke Power Company has
currently in place for McGuire a program which is designed to maintain the
reliability of the emergency power _ sources. This program includes, among
other things, maintenance, testing, and surveillance, and root cause
investigation. Addition':lly, Duke Power Company is closely following the
progress of Generic issue B-56. Upon resolution of this Generic issue, Duke
Power Company will review its emergency power source reliability program and
make changes as necessary.

Staff Evaluation The staff finds the licensee's response pertaining to its
EDG reliability program to be accept;ble.

3.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The staff has reviewed the licensee's response to the staff's February 19,
1992, SE pertaining to the SB0 Rule (10 CFR 50.63). We fina the licensee's

; response to be acceptable. ,
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